21,000 Gallon
Closed-Top Steam Coil Multi-Purpose Tank

At Adler Tank Rentals, we are committed to providing safe and reliable containment solutions for all types of applications where performance matters.

Combined with our standard smooth-wall construction and sloped V bottom for ease of cleaning, the 21,000 Gallon Closed-Top Steam Coil Multi-Purpose Tank is a top-performing liquid storage solution, ideal when keeping temperatures consistent is critical. It boasts a wide array of safety features including a safety side stairway, non-slip materials on all climbable surfaces and “safety yellow” rails and safety stairways for high visibility.

Mechanical Features

- Bare steel interior
- Steam coils constructed of carbon steel (A53), for mechanical and pressure applications
- Coil dimensions: 2” SCH-80
- Single or multiple coil available
- 3” fill line
- Four (4) standard 22” side-hinged manways
- Multiple 4” valved fill/drain ports, including floor-level valves for low point drain out
- 4” vent with 1 lb. pressure/4 oz. vacuum pressure relief valve
- Sloped and V bottom for quicker drain out and easier cleaning
- Easy-to-clean design with smooth-wall interior, no corrugations and no internal rods
- Meets Cal/OSHA guidelines
- Fixed rear axle for increased maneuverability
- Nose rail cut-out for easy access when installing hose and fittings on the front/bottom of tank
- One (1) front and one (1) rear 4” valved fill/drain port
- Two (2) top connection ports for vapor recovery

Capacity: 21,000 gal (500 bbl)
Height: 11’ 1”
Width: 8’ 6”
Length: 45’
Tare Weight: 29,500 lbs

All sizes are approximate.
Safety Features

• Non-slip step materials on stairs and safety stairway
• “Safety yellow” rails and safety stairway for high visibility
• Safe operation reminder decals
• Safety side stairway—no mechanical guard rails to set up
• Strapping charts
• Coils tested at 500 psi

Options

• SS 316 stainless steel
• Coils available in SS 304 or SS 316 stainless steel
• Level gauges (fixed or temporary)
• External or internal manifold
• White exterior for MSS compliance
• Audible alarms, strobes and level gauges (digital and mechanical)

Comprehensive Service

Adler Tank Rentals provides containment solutions for hazardous and non-hazardous liquids and solids. We offer 24-hour emergency service, expert planning assistance, transportation, repair and cleaning services. All of our rental equipment is serviced by experienced Adler technicians and tested to exceed even the most stringent industry standards.